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Three great brands – Coco Wolf, John Cullen Lighting and Marine Leather - have 

come together to create a stunning Outdoor Living garden at the Baglioni Hotel 

Carlton in Milan. The collaboration between these like-minded luxury brands will be 

launched during the Fuorisalone show from the 17th April and open for all to enjoy 

until September.  

The luxurious setting includes a selection of outdoor furniture from Coco Wolf, 

inspirational mood lighting from John Cullen Lighting and creative leather 

installations from Marine Leather. The strong synergy between the brands brings a 



  

unique level of luxury to showcase exciting outdoor products by creating an inspiring 

space at this prestigious hotel in Milan. 

 

Coco Wolf 

 

Identifying a niche in the market for outdoor furniture that doesn’t compromise on 

the aesthetic and style of its indoor counterparts, Coco Wolf was founded in 2013 by 

sisters Rebecca Le Noel and Claudine Davis and their partners. The ethos of the brand 

is to create statement pieces that bring indoor living outdoors, irrespective of the 

season and climate, making any outdoor setting exceptional. 

Coco Wolf furniture, hand crafted in Britain, is now specified by the world’s leading 

designers & architects, and adorns stunning residential and hospitality venues 

worldwide. 

 

John Cullen Lighting 

 

With over 35 years of experience in discreet lighting, John Cullen Lighting offers a 

complete service for all aspects of interior and exterior lighting for the contemporary, 

traditional and energy efficient home, villa, superyacht or hospitality project.   

Internationally-acclaimed, discreet light fittings provide the tools to deliver 

outstanding lighting for both interiors and landscape. All are designed in-house and 

proudly manufactured in the UK.  They offer a bespoke award winning design service 

to ensure that you make the most of projects to inspire you with light.   

 

Marine Leather 

 

Marine Leather was born in 1930 as a family-run leather company and now it is one 

of the most known tanneries on the luxury market. It creates leather for indoor and 

outdoor use for high-end hospitality, residential and yachting industries and it is a 

trusted partner for architects, interior designers and contractors worldwide.  The firm 

keeps its passion for craftmanship as well as its leather-making heritage but it is 

always working towards continuous experimentation and innovative technologies. 

Marine Leather is proud to be committed to the environment and all leftover 

products are either reused to make new design objects or turned into regenerated 

leather. 

 

 

For further details, please, contact Marianna Filigheddu at marianna@marineleather.it. 

 

www.cocowolf.co.uk  |  www.johncullenlighting.com  |  http://www.marineleather.it/ 
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